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Council Candidates Speak...See Page 3 
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Quarter Plan Under Study 
IT WAS oil over but the shouting Saturday whan sorority rush 
cama to a closa with 154 girls pledging. The usual gaiety is 
pictured above as a new pledge is welcomed by an excited 
sorority sister. Names of pledges are listed on page 6. Names 
of fraternity pledges were not available at press time. (Photo 
by Mike Kuhlin). 
By RANDY KETCHAM 
Editor 
The question of the Univer- 
sity adopting the quarter cal- 
endar is to be studied by a com- 
mittee of the University's Board 
of Trustees as a result of Fri- 
day's Board meeting. 
University President Dr. Wil- 
liam T. Jerome took the opp- 
ortunity at the meeting to voice 
his disapporval of the way John 
D. Millett, chancellor of the 
Board of Regents, handled the 
request to adopt the quarter cal- 
endar. 
Sumner Canary, Board chair- 
man, said he would appoint the 
members of the special com- 
mittee to study the calendar 
change at a later date. 
"It would be inappropriate at 
this moment for the board to 
take any formal action," hesaid. 
However, he emphasized the 
board was not trying to evade 
the issue, but just needed time 
to study it. 
President Jerome said board 
members had no prior knowledge 
of this situation except for the 
information he had given them be- 
fore the meeting. 
"The issue involved is not 
that of the quarter system, but 
the way in which it was handled," 
Dr. Jerome said, referring to 
Dr. MiHett's  Sept. 22 request. 
Trustees Discuss 2 Graduate 
Degrees, Capital Improvements 
Approval of two graduate de- 
gree programs and a report on 
capital improvements now under 
progress were the other major 
items of business covered by the 
Board of Trustees at its meeting 
Friday. 
In other action, the Trustees 
approved a Physics Department 
request to offer a master of arts 
program and the Biology Depart- 
ment's request to offer a PruD. 
program. 
Both proposals must be ap- 
proved by the Board of Regents. 
There is "still a long way to 
go" before the programs can 
begin, Dr. Jerome said. 
The name of the Art Depart- 
ment was changed by the Trustees 
to the School of Art. The school 
will   be headed  by a   director, 
| Absentee Vofef 
Times Listed   1 
H Absentee voting for tom- S 
:£ orrow's Student Council elec- 8 
Stion will be held from 6:30$ 
Sn 8:30 tonight nexttotheCar- i 
8 nation Room. 
:•:• Only students who will not-ft 
Sbe on campus for the election •:•: 
:£ tomorrow will be allowed toi:j: 
i-ivote tonight. Each student jx 
:•: must present his student id- :j: 
i;;. entification   card   and  votingS; 
-ft card. 
administratively responsible to 
the Dean of theCollege of Liberal 
Arts. 
The move is designed to pro- 
vide better coordination among 
the diverse programs offered by 
the Art Department. The change 
will go into effect beginning with 
the 1967-68 academic year. 
Both the Life Science Building 
and the Ice Arena are behind 
schedule in construction, accord- 
ing to a report on capital im- 
provements now under construc- 
tion, which theTrustees received 
from F. Eugene Beatty, director 
of buildings and facilities. 
The Life Science Building is 
eight or nine weeks behind sche- 
dule because of earlier delays in 
receiving basic materials and 
technical built-in equipment. 
Due to a remodeling of Mose- 
ley Hall, scheduled to begin Feb. 
1, 1967, construction on the Life 
Science Building will be speeded 
up to permit the Biology Depart- 
ment to move. 
Advertising for bids for the 
Moseley remodeling will be 
sometime in November or 
December. 
Progress on the Ice Arena has 
been delayed by the slowness in 
the installation of the roof. The 
new estimate on completion is 
sometime between Feb. 1 and 15, 
1967. 
All seating areas in the new 
stadium should be complete for 
the Oct. 22  homecoming game 
and the area beneath the stands 
should be finished by Jan 1,1967. 
Early delays in construction 
of the new library have been 
overcome and the building is ex- 
pected to be completed on sche- 
dule, March 3. 1967. 
Both the Student Health Center 
and the Student Services Bldg. 
are on schedule; construction is 
expected to begin on the new 
classroom building within the 
next 30 days and bids will be 
opened today for an animal re- 
search building. 
Plans for  another new resi- 
(Continued on page 6) 
Phi Psi, DG, 
Theta Chi Win 
•Muddy' Tug 
Phi Kappa Psi, Theta Chi and 
Delta Gamma were the winners 
of the fourth annual Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Mud Tug held at Sterl- 
ing Farms Saturday. 
The Mud Tug was the first 
Greek event of the year with the 
crowd estimated between 3,000 
to 4,000. 
Sigma Alpha Lpsilon and Delta 
Zeta took second placej Beta 
Theta Phi, Kappa Delta and /eta 
Beta Tau came in third. Kappa 
Sigma and Alpha XI Delia fol- 
lowed in fourth place. 
He added that the question was 
one of the relationship of the 
Board of Regents to the Univer- 
sity's Board of Trustees and the 
Chancellor to the President. 
"Your President has been put 
in the role of an errand boy in 
this situation," Dr. Jerome said. 
In a letter to Dr. Millett he 
wrote that the request regard- 
ing the common calendar "puz- 
zles me greatly and concerns 
me mightily." 
"It shows a surprising lack 
of sensitivity to the feelings, 
problems and beliefs of faculties, 
staff members, and trustees," 
the letter continued. "More- 
over, I cannot agree with some 
of your statements and several 
of your major assumptions." 
He pointed out that he was not 
aware of any state university 
president who disagreed with Dr. 
Millett on the general desira- 
bility of a common calendar, but 
said that some of them would 
question the need to make such an 
adjustment on a "crash basis." 
He said the urgency was 
particularly difficult to justify 
when the C hancellor set the target 
date for adoption of the quarter 
calendar for September, 1968, 
when he met with the presidents 
of the state universities on July 
21. 
Dr. Jerome said the reasons 
Dr. Millett gave for an immediate 
change were plausible but not 
convincing--"the same type of 
reasoning which beguiles one 
into accepting a common number- 
ing system, common courses, 
common admissions, common 
salary schedules, common build- 
ing plans, common financial sup- 
port on a line budget basis, and 
so on until individuality and in- 
novation    become    slowly    suf- 
focated." 
Dr. Jerome also questioned 
Dr. Millett's description of his 
request as a "follow up" to 
previous "discussions" with 
presidents of the state univer- 
sities on a common calendar. 
He said there had been no dis- 
cussion of the matter, only some 
handouts and lectures by Dr. 
Millett, and a few questions from 
the university presidents. 
"To make this transition, we 
have approximately three months 
to review curriculum, to re- 
vise programs of study, to pre- 
pare copy for a new bulletin, 
and to devise a registration 
schedule for an entirely new 
pattern of courses with unpre- 
dictable enrollments in already 
over-taxed, inadequate class- 
room facilities," he said. 
"We are proud enough to say 
that the job can be done if it 
must be, but we are not un- 
mindful of the cost in dollars, in 
energy, in mistakes, in morale, 
in the superficiality of curr- 
iculum revisions--and for what 
end?" he continued. 
He said that in matters of such 
importance to the academic com- 
munity he has always believed 
in full discussion and maximum 
involvement. 
He recommended to Dr. Mill- 
ett that on important matters in 
the future the presidents of the 
state universities and represent- 
atives of various boards of trust- 
ees meet with the chancellor and 
representatives of the Board of 
Regents before a decision is 
reached. 
"I'm absolutely convinced that 
the   future of  higher  education 
in      Ohio     depends     on     our 
relationship with the  Board of 
(Continued on page &) 
MUD? TUG! Happily floundering in the mud are three partici- 
pants in the Sigma Phi Epsilon Mud Tug held Saturday. Winning 
first place in the "dirty deal" were Delta Gamma sorority, and 
Theta Chi and Phi Kappa Psi fraternities. (Photo by Mike 
Kuhlin). 
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A Good 'Rep' 
The newest representatives on Student Council will be the stu- 
dents   elected   from   the   upperclass   residence   halls  tomorrow. 
Not only are the representatives new; but so is the entire pro- 
gram of residence hall representation on Council. It is in its 
second year of existence. 
Little has been said about what makes a good "dorm rep" 
In the short life of the program. 
The News feels the election of quality representatives is as 
important as the system itself. We offer the following critereons 
for Judging candidates for the positions. 
First, the student must not just eat and sleep in the residence 
hall but must spend much of his free time there. A student who 
"lives" in this hall is more apt to accurately represent it. 
Second, the candidate should have experience in the activities, 
preferably   government,   of  the  hall.     He  must   be able to work 
closely  with the  other   hall offlcersand members of hall commit- 
tees. 
Finally, and most important in any election, the candidate 
must want to represent the hall and be its spokesman. He must 
not be intent upon gaining the power of office for his own use/but 
for furthering the interests of his hall and its residents. 
In short, the News urges upperclass hall residents to pick 
a Council representative who "lives" in the hall, knows the hall 
and its government and wants to act on behalf of the hall. 
jjSWS:::*:*:*^^ 
I   LETTER TO EDITOR 
I 
Responds To Claim 
Of Mediocre East 
In response to JimTaft's last 
paragraph stressing "eastern 
mediocrity," 1 feel comment is 
necessary. One can easily see 
his reasoning and open- minded- 
ness, particularly since he uses 
Harvard University as his ex- 
ample. Harvard truly breeds 
"mediocrity" as one can so 
readily prove just by looking at 
its unknown faculty and its ob- 
scure alumni. 
Mr. Taft could not have picked 
a  better example than Harvard 
for his broad generalization. He 
might have done as well though, 
by using other mediocre-spread- 
ing Institutions which remain hid- 
den in the East, such as Dart- 
mouth, Smith, Trinity and Tufts, 
just to mention a few. 
In response toMr.Taft's claim 
of Eastern conservatism, I only 
suggest he take a trip to the 
East, with his eyes and mind 
open. 
Ken Barclay 
Sr. Class President 
'Both Sides All Ready?' 
l t*A»«,*i«To»i r»r-« 
The  News  welcomes  letters to the editor.    Letters  should be 
typewritten ond  signed  by the  author  and  carry  his   typewritten      :•:• 
name, address and phone number. $• 
As many letters as possible will be published within the 
limits of space, good taste and laws of libel. The News re- 
serves the right to edit letters more than 300 words in length. 
;;;;SW:«S:::>::»::::ffi 
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IT'S ALL OVER 
LAKE REFLECTION 
Independents, Greeks 
Battle For Significance 
By JUDY LAKE ever amuses them.                              "right and wrong." 
Columnist One hears a Greek say, "Some          |>n sure> however, that Greeks 
It Is a lone- fought battle of my best friends are independ-       tire of the accusations of lnde- 
The Greeks  vs. Independents ent'". » is actionable whether      pendents. There is a tendency in 
controversy has been raging ever that ls • compliment made with      .u  of  us  to belittle that which 
since   the  two groups   realized a Patronizing alr or a statement      we are not a part of or are un- 
that  the  one posed   a threat to made w"h sincerity.                           familiar with, 
the other's significance and de- Greeks and '"dependents con-          That's the crux of thesolution. 
flnltion tribute  to the University;   both          We're  all college students-- 
What'is a Greek? detract  from  its   real purpose.      suppos edly desiring an open- 
Some  would  say a  go-getter Both have a "reason for being."      minded and meaningful education, 
who is out to better himself and L«'s "°? a" ttas ""* g™-       Bein8 Greek °r Independent is 
his commnity; others would pro- f aI,z!n«- Greek» are «£* *'       only a   part of a person's total 
nounce   him   a  downright  snob, dependents   are  bad      Or  vice      self    Aren't  we  big  enough to 
Others   would  claim  that he or versa« Suchgeneralities only      realize that? Can't weseebeyond 
she is "really a good kid when cause a more furious- ridiculous      mud tug antics and independent's 
he  is  not  with his crowd" and *»"** of ■£• ,    ,    M„{    ,      ,      supposed apathy? 
not playing BMOC for the bene- . Admittedly,   it   is  difficult at          Certainly there are differences 
fit of impressionable coeds. time* t0 rema,n tolerant,                   in Greeks and Independents. Yet. 
The trouble with being a Greek. ,0nce  'n  a  sociology  class      the differences are not that over- 
I'm   told,   is   that  it is difficult dur}nf  '  discussion  of Greeks      whelming. Students join a Greek 
to be identified as oneself. Too and   Independents    one     Greek      organization  or they don't. The 
often, the first and most lasting God     a"ual!y uclaimed .t.nat  he      rea80ns for Palpating or not 
label is that he or she is a Greek. thought Greeka tad more   sav°ir      participating are varied and corn- 
Therefore, he or she likes this. falfe' Lthan Independents.Heabo      plicated, 
wears  that  type  of  clothing, **  ,the   audacity   »   "»   *"          Let's cease fire, 
smiles that kind of smile. Greeks were more ed"cated and         A   great part of an education 
Every  individual somehow aware of the "proper way to do     to   the   attempt to discern for 
loses   his  own characteristics, things.'                                                  oneself what is right, not to make 
his   own   thoughts,   and   is   left I tried in vain to explain to him      judgments on other's decisions, 
to be judged by the pin he wears, that   I dependents can also learn     An education includes a growing 
Rather unfair, isn't it? "ow   "t0   act"    in   the correct     awareness   of other people and 
Greeks are omnipresent. They manner. Altough they don't have     their attitudes, not an immature 
represent a  minority,   but they £he pressure of the group, they     condemnation of them, 
are ever-present,   their  voices are pressured by themselves and         Open your eyes, and hopefully 
always   heard.   This   is   not   a their  own knowledge of what is     y0Ur   mind   will   do  the same, 
question  of good or  evil. It is g*:*:*:*:*:^^^ 
a fact of life here. ___  -:?: 
Yet, independents are also |                 r | *\\ f*     RtwCw   T\T f>XAT*g 
victims   of chidish generaliz- A XAC7    JJ     V^   X^ ^ ▼▼ 19 
ations Serving A Growing University Since 1920 
When a student is independent •:•: 
(60   per   cent   of   the   campus. |                                           EDITORIAL STAFF 
believe it or not), he or she is # 
thought to be either a snob who •$                Randy  Ketcham Editor 
denounces all the Greek foolery £                Lorry Fullerton .......Managing Editor 
,                    .   .       .     .     . •:•;                    Jack  Hortman Editorial   Page   Editor 
or an inadequate slob who feels ::::                Ros.mory Kovocs Feature Editor 
incapable of meeting people and g                John Gugger Sports Editor 
having "fun." 3                  Mike Kuhlin Photo Editor 
We've heard also thatindepen- :•:•               Judy Lo,,« Issue Editor 
dents are apathetic toward their :•:•                                            BUSINESS STAFF 
college. They represent a min- :•:• 
ority   in   Student government SO Fred Kohut Business Manager 
they    just    don't   care   about    it.    § %"'*  °l**l :;-R,,oi' Advertising  Manager 
un.n,        „„„--!,    „„<-      ¥: Barry  Suckmon National  Advertising  Manager 
Hasty        generalizations, .-::                    Dave  Sprunk Circulation  Monomer                      I 
don t you agree? Mike Argi Classified  Ad Manager                   i? 
Could  it  be that some inde- %                                                                                                                     $■: 
pendents  think.it  is   hopeless   to Published   Tuesdays   thru   Fridays  during  the  regular  school        S 
run   against   a   Greek   candidate |          y«r,«xcept holidoy periods    and once a week during summer        g 
u     u         i.    ^     i ■         . »          sessions,  under  authority   of  the   Publications   Committee  of        S 
Who  has   the backing Of an entire *         Bowling   Green   Stot.   University.                                                                       1 
house   of   conscientious   voters? $:         Opinions expressed  in editorials, editorial  cortoons  or other 
It   is  obviOUS,   also  that  some •:•:         columns  in  the  News  do not  necessarily reflect  the  opinions         i-ij 
people    are  lUSt   not  concerned $:        °' tjj" University Administration, faculty or staff or the State        Si 
with student government' or" any |       Vm$ul?\&~l!£J!?'TZ2 £'co'omnim d° "°»n.c..»orily     g 
.    •                   „                 ' reflect   the    opinions   of   the   B-C   News.      Editorials    in   the         V; 
Student  activity. They find more g         News  rellect  the  opinion  of  the   majority  of  members   of  the         S 
fulfillment   in a different diet- - B-G  News   Editorial   Board, 
sports, writing, music, or what- X;::::::.:.:.x^^ 
I 8-G News, Tuesday, Oct. 11, 1966 page 3 
Council Candidates Speak Out 
To help students living in 
upperclass residence halls learn 
more about Student Council can- 
didates, the News today publishes 
statements from the candidates. 
The News received 19 respon- 
ses, 17 of which were accom- 
panied by statements. Elections 
take place Wednesday for all 
12 posts. 
CONKLIN 
DON OBERLIN--I feel that 1 
can represent the men of Conklln 
quite well by devoting the time 
and energy required. I will apply 
all the resources I have toward 
representing Conklin in the stu- 
dent council. 
In the interest of serving the 
men of Conklln Hall, I will have 
a regular hour each day, so that 
I will be available to discuss any 
problems or measures to be taken 
by the student council. 
I strongly support the retention 
of midterm grades. We want to 
know   exactly where we  standl 
I will make every effort to 
improve   the parking situation. 
I Intend to propose concentra- 
tion of the facilities of the various 
departments to eliminate such 
needless "running around." 
I thank the men of Conklin for 
their generous support. 
GARY MILLER--Are YOU in 
favor of the following? 
1. A "student oriented" Uni- 
versity. 
2. A more liberal student 
policy. 
3. Continued course and pro- 
fessor evaluation. 
4. Improved academic and 
social curriculum. 
If so, vote Gary Miller, Student 
Council Rep. from Conklin Hall. 
HARSHMAN UNIT A 
ED SIXT--Why am I running 
for Student Council? There are 
two major reasons for my can- 
didacy. One is that the Student 
Council Representative from 
Harshman A should represent 
the men of Harshman A and know 
their problems. My experience 
as last year's Vice President 
of A's AdministrativeCouncilhas 
acquainted me with these prob- 
lems. The other reason is that 
something MUST be done to allow 
the students parking space in half 
full staff lots and something MUST 
be done for guys who can't return 
to Harshman for lunch. Legisla- 
tion takes time but it MUST be 
done and it will be done if it can 
be done. 
JOHN JEMMOT--No response. 
ROBERT KENNEDY--No res- 
ponse. 
HARSHMAN UNIT B 
CRAIG KOONTZ--I feel an ob- 
ligation to express to you my 
feelings about the University and 
our dorm. 
I strongly support more 
responsibility taken from theAd- 
ministration and given to the 
students. An example is the stu- 
dent co-op bookstore. 
Also we have a student parking 
problem, and I feel that it is in- 
to      Student     Government     I 
"PUSH" the Administration Into 
prompt action. 
My goal for Harshman B Is 
more student facilities and 
responsibilities. In order to keep 
constant touch with you, I plan 
to use opinion polls and ques- 
tionnaires in addition to regular 
personal contact. 
JOHN POM EROY- -1 ha ve taken 
an active part in student govern- 
ment here as I have served on 
the Freshman Class Cabinet, ran 
for Freshman Representative to 
Student Council, and I am pre- 
sently serving on the Sophomore 
Class Cabinet, and on the Student 
Body Organizations Board. I have 
been endorsed by the University 
Party, and support their issues. 
Among other things, I am also 
In favor of a change In the pr.j- 
sent method of screening candi- 
dates to run for Student Council 
positions. I plan to hold periodic 
meetings in Harshman B where 
students may come to me and 
express their opinions or ask 
questions about Student Council. 
HARSHMAN UNIT C 
CANDY HUDSON—I really didn't 
.mind eating a cherry pie In front 
of 1,000 fellow students last year. 
However I would like to take 
more, .active part in student 
government on this campus. Last 
year I was elected corridor rep- 
resentative for Mooney Hall and 
also served on houseboard. This 
fall I was a freshman orientation 
leader- and I enjoyed the opport- 
unity to speak frankly with a fine 
group of students. My accum 
is 3 A and I would appreciate the 
chance to represent the women 
of HarshmanC. Please VOTE and 
let me voice YOUR opinions by 
representing you on Student 
Council. 
ELAINE SCHWARZENBERG -- 
No response 
HARSHMAN UNIT D 
DENICE 'DEE' LOURINOFF-- 
If you are interested enough to 
express your opinions, I will, as 
your Harshman "D" representa- 
tive take them to Student Council. 
In addition, I will actively solicit 
your opinions through question- 
naires, surveys, and personal 
contact. Too often Student Council 
forgets about the dorms on the 
outlying regions of campus. As 
Harshman "D" representative I 
will strive to unite student 
government with our dormitory. 
Often amendments are passed 
without considering our opinions. 
I will not let that happen. Help 
put UNIT "D" back in student 
government. 
JO ANN JAMES--As a candi- 
date for Student Council Repre- 
sentative of Harshman D, I would 
like to express my sincere desire 
to help improve the communica- 
tions between Student Council and 
resident halls. I will do this by 
sending periodical news letters 
to each respective corridor, and 
will be available at all times for 
any criticisms or suggestions for 
Student Council. 
My qualifications are as fol- 
lows: Standing Committee of 
U.A.O., a member of a sub-com- 
mittee of a Student Body Board, 
and active in debate. I am pre- 
sently a sophomore majoring in 
speech with a 3,1 accumulative 
average. 
SARAH GUILLET--Fostering 
the recognition of the rights and 
responsibilities of the student 
within the University through stu- 
dent representation is my idea 
of what a council member should 
strive for. 
I support and will work to 
realize the issues of a non-profit, 
co-operative bookstore, the im- 
provement of course and profes- 
sor evaluation, and to establish 
an academic appeals board. 
1 strongly advocate a student 
advisory board concerned with 
work or study after graduation. 
Representing Harshman D as 
a junior I would call for the 
repeal of the proposed midterm 
system, and intend to make Stu- 
dent Council a better represen- 
tation of student opinion. 
KREISCHER UNIT A 
SUSAN WILLIAMSON -- No 
response. 
KREISCHER UNIT 3 
MAXINE BREDESON — As 
a member of the University 
Party, I support its platform 
which states that its purpose 
is for a "dynamic community" 
is for a "dynamic community 
with the interests of the students 
primarily at heart." As so often 
is the case, students tend to be- 
come lackadaisical when it comes 
to participating In their own 
student government of which they 
themselves are the basis for its 
existence. Thus, the dormitory 
representative must seek out and 
arouse  the  interests   and ideas 
of the students and act as their 
voice in student government. 
Therefore, representing the 
women in Krelscher B, I hope 
to act not only In their Interest, 
but in the interest of the whole 
student body. 
KREISCHER UNIT C 
EARL MITCHELL--No response 
KREISCHER UNIT D 
FREDERICK ZACKEL -- A 
representative is no more than 
the sum of his efforts. Here 
are a few of the things I will 
try to accomplish. 
a. a review of parking pro- 
cedures around the Krelscher 
complex, 
b. a re-establishment of our 
present mid-term set-up, 
c. the establishment of per- 
manent course files within the 
hall to aid in course evaluation, 
d. a lowering of the present 
grade requirements for all cand- 
idates for office, 
e. a biweekly newsletter 
to all residents explaining all 
Student Council actions, 
f. the establishment within 
the hall of a Student Appeals 
Court to settle dormitory dis- 
agreements. 
RICHARD MANCUSIO -- No 
response 
CARMEN DIPLACIDO--NO res- 
ponse 
MCDONALD EAST 
LUCY URBIN--Concerned with 
the improvement of student ac- 
ademic, cultural, physical, pol- 
itical, and social welfare? I 
am-- and that is why I'm running 
for Student Council. 
I would like a chance as your 
representative to support such 
issues as: improvement of the 
present evaluation system; 
creation of Academic Appeals 
Boards to give the student a voice 
concerning grades, downgrading, 
and similar problems; commuter 
representation on Council; co- 
operative bookstore; better 
parking facilities; and more 
student action in the planning 
of THEIR unlveristy. 
Needless to say I would ap- 
preciate your support tomorrow 
at the polls when you vote for 
your voice to Student  Council. 
CAROLE RYAN--Want someone 
to represent you and REALLY 
participate in Student Council 
meetings? For a real voice 
in campus activities--vote ear- 
in campus activities -- Car- 
ole Ryan for representative to 
Student Council from East. 
CAROL PHETRZAK—No res- 
ponse. 
PROUT 
PEGGY FOOT -- As Student 
Council representative for Prout 
Hall last year, I successfully 
increased Prout participation in 
student government. This was 
done in the following manner. 
I joined Tom Liber and others 
in lessening the student parking 
problem. I worked with the 
Student Council and the ad- 
ministration in forming the stu- 
dent and professor evaluation 
board. I also, formed Prout 
committee to Increase com- 
munications between the resident 
hall and the Student Council. 
If I am re-elected, I plan to 
further student participation 
In our campus government by 
continuing distribution of Council 
minutes to each floor, continuing 
the Prout committee, and design- 
ing a two- hour discussion period 
each month with residents of 
Prout 
MARILYN MULLER -- De- 
clined to respond. 
MCDONALD NORTH-WEST 
CINDY SHADWICK--There is 
only one truly honest campaign 
promise anyone who is running 
for student council can make and 
intend   to  keep.     This promise 
(Continued on page 4) 
RAMSEY LEWIS 
HIS LATEST AND GREATEST LP. AVAILABLE NOW 
LP/LPS774 
There's a world of Excitement on Cadet... Chicago, Illinois 60616 
Send for free catalog.   All albums available in mono or stereo. 
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Candidates Speak 
(Continued from page 3) 
or platform. Is t he-one I adopt 
and that Is to do what is best 
for the student body. However, 
I do have aims and ideas on 
various questions that I shall 
present as they arise before the 
council. I am a junior in the Col- 
lege of Education with a 3.22 
accumulative average. Last year 
I served on the houseboard in 
North as treasurer and helped 
with the A.W.S.   open  meeting. 
GAYLL PARKINSON--I believe 
that the chief duty of the North- 
west representative is in keeping 
the residents of these halls in- 
formed of the issues currently 
before council and presenting 
their opinions at the meetings. 
Having served as freshman class 
representative last semester, 1 
realize that communication of 
ideas between members andcon- 
stituents is a great problem. 
Although there is no real sub- 
stitute for personal contact, it 
is necessarily restricted by the 
number of students represented 
by each member. Therefore, I'd 
iry posting synopses of minutes, 
mimeographing pertinent bills, 
taking opinion polls. It's my goal 
to see that the residents of North 
and West know what's going on 
in council and use their right to 
do something about it. 
ANN   MCCULLOUGH--Until 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Circle K International will 
meet at 8 tonight in 201 Hayes 
Hall. Former Key-Club members 
as well as anyone interested 
are welcome to attend. 
• • » 
Marketing Club will meet at 
8:30 tonight in the Pink Dogwood 
room. Dr. John W. Darr, pro- 
fessor of management, will 
speak. Anyone who did not join 
last   year   may   do   so  at   this 
meeting. 
• • • 
The committee on Christmas 
Social Concerns will hold its 
second meeting at 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday at the U.C.F. Center. 
All persons interested in campus 
reform and social organizations 
are welcome. 
• • • 
Any individual presently a 
member of or interested in join- 
ing the Student Peace Union or 
SDS, is invited to an organiz- 
ation meeting at 7 tonight at 
the U.C.F. center. 
this year,St'identCouncil«eemed 
to me an ineffectual and irrele- 
vant game played by university 
socialites. This year, I know what 
has caused this. 
The Council has failed to at- 
tract enough progressive- minded 
students. But the remedy is sim- 
ple--work. I have to work--first 
to win my seat on Council, then 
to promote the interests of the 
women of West and North. I will 
effectively poll my constituents 
on every major issue. I will make 
West and North a significant 
partner in serious-minded-B.G. 
student government. Never let it 
be said that woman's voice was 
not heard. 
DIANE VINCIGUERRA--No res- 
ponse. JOYCE PERNDSI-N--NC 
response. CAROL ZLT.DICK-- 
Declined invitation. 
Provost Sets 
Course Rule 
A statement regarding the 
adding and dropping of courses 
has been issued by Dr. Paul 
F. Leedy, provost. 
"An undergraduatewho 
drops a course 21 days after 
the first day of classes in 
any semester will receive a 
grade of WF. First-semester 
freshmen have 42 c a lend a r 
days to drop a course without 
receiving a WF grade," Dr. 
Leedy said. 
The final day for under- 
graduates, other than first- 
semester freshmen, to drop a 
course without receiving a WF 
grade is Wednesday, Oct. 12. 
First - semester freshmen 
have until Wednesday, Nov.2, 
to drop a course and still not 
receive a WF grade. 
A first-semester freshman 
is one who entered theUniver- 
sity in September, 1966, or in 
the Extended Summer Session, 
1966. 
Homecoming 
Candidates 
Come to Howard's For 
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Courtesy of King Syndi 
little King' To Reign At Dance 
"The Little King's Ball" will      will periodically run the cartoon 
be the theme for this year's 
homecoming dance, Oct.22, from 
9 p.m. until I a.m. in the ball- 
room. 
The theme is based on the 
syndicated cartoon, "The Little 
King,"by O. Soglow. For the 
next   two   weeks   the  U-G News 
r 
to acquaint students with the 
character. 
Peter Palmer, Ilia Voices and 
Orchestra, will provide the 
music for the dance, which is 
sponsored by the Sophomore 
Class and the Union Activities 
Organization. 
Tickets   are $2  per  person 
and  will  go  on sale the end of 
this   week   in   the Union lobby. 
The ballroom will be decor- 
ated as the Little King's Palace 
with a throne, red carpet, shields, 
pennants, armor, page boys, and 
trumpeters, according to Phil 
Campbell, Sophomore Class vice 
president. 
Nobody has a smoother line! 
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Utah, South Dakota Invaded By Geology 493 Class 
page 5 
BG Geologists Recall Field Trip 
By ROGER BUEHRER 
Feature Writer 
Every summer the Geology 
493 class heads westward. In- 
stead of books or pencils, 
however, they take tents, chisels, 
a pith helmet or two and a supply 
of insect repellant. 
Geology 493 is the required 
field experience for geology 
majors and gives the student 
six hours of credit for the sum- 
mer field camp. 
This summer the class, con- 
sisting of 8 University students 
and graduate student Dieter 
Krewedl traveled to Utah and 
South Dakota. Six students from 
New York State University, and 
four students from various other 
colleges also were part of the 
trip. 
Their base camp was located 
35 miles north of Vernal, Utah 
and about 150 miles from Salt 
Lake City, in the heart of the 
Sheep Creek Geographical Area 
of the Unita Mountains. 
"This was the most successful 
camp we have had," Dr. Donald 
E. Owen, instructor in geology 
and   adviser for  the  trip said. 
"Usually problems with tran- 
sportation or equipment develop 
but this year, nothing happened." 
he said. 
"Well, we did end up in a flood 
one night," added senior Kenneth 
Strickland. Water and silt crept 
into the tents and into the sleep- 
ing bags and onto some of the 
books but nothing was destroyed, 
he said. 
"Then we found out later that 
six people had died in a canyon 
the year before because of such 
a flood." Strickland said. 
"The trip gave us a good 
chance to use the theories we 
had learned in class," senior 
Bruce Baty said. "The rock 
strata was laid open for us to see 
and study." 
The 493 course is mainly for 
instruction in. geological map- 
ping, and includes the use of the 
Brunton compass, base maps, 
aerial photographs and geo- 
physical instruments. 
In addition to the mapping in- 
struction and practice at the field 
camp site, a field trip is con- 
ducted along the route. The field 
trip this year included a geologic 
study of the Black Hills, S.D.,Dr. 
Owen said. 
"This is probably the best way 
to learn geology," Dr.Owen said. 
"In Ohio, the rocks are covered, 
but out west the rocks are laid 
bare. It gives the student the 
chance to see the actual con- 
struction of the rocks." 
In the Black Hills, the group 
studied the structure of the in- 
trusive rocks and visited a peg- 
matite mine, (pegmatite is a 
course grained crystaline granite 
rock). "Some of the pegmatite 
crystals in the mine were nearly 
20 feet long, Krewedl said. 
Besides going cave exploring, 
the students discovered several 
Navaho fossils, writings and 
other primitive stone tilling 
tools. 
Before the group left the sites 
they wanted to leave something 
to show that Bowling Green stu- 
dents had been there. 
"In the Black Hills, there was 
"THIS IS nothing like home," Dietre Krewedl, geology grad- 
uate assistant, tries shaving as he balances on a rock in the 
middle of stream. 
Like To Own A College? 
There's One For Sale 
UPLAND, Calif. (AP)-- How 
would you like to buy a college? 
All that's needed is the cash and 
the desire. Upland College here 
goes on the auction block on Oct. 
25. The college is east of Los 
Angeles, near Pomona and Clare- 
mont. 
It was founded 46 years ago by 
the California Council of the 
Brethern in Christ Church. The 
college is being merged wlch 
Messiah College of Giantham, 
Penn. The teaching operations 
in   Upham   slopju-d    16   months 
The institution Include* 11 a- 
ores, a new $300,000 dormitory, 
,i gymnasium, classrooms ml an 
administration building, a chap* 1, 
a dining hall and otter buildings. 
College officials put the 
replacement value at more than 
$1 million dollars. 
a sign advertising a drugstore in - "From now on 1 guess there's 
Wall, S.D. The store had been an advertisement in Utahadvert- 
advertised for at least 200 miles - ising a South Dakota Drug Store," 
before the town," Baty recalled. ~ Baty said laughing. 
"So we 'borrowed' the sign and "Other than the peanut butter 
stuck it at  the triangular spot sandwiches and spaghetti, we had 
made by the surveyor showing a 'wonderful   time,"   Strickland 
the exact location and elevation said. "Our  cooking  wasn't  too 
of the area, in Utah.     '- varied. 
~^rs 
"There is probably one person 
who helped make the trip a big 
success, That was'mother'Owen, 
Dr. Owen's wife, Strickland 
said. wHer main duty was to 
chaperone the two women on the 
trip, but before the camps were 
over, everyone was calling her 
'ma/ 
GEOLOGISTS WHO were part of the field trip 
to Utah and South Dakota this summer posed 
before  they  left for the  expedition- Students 
from the University were  Dan  Pfeifer, Doug- 
CAMPUS SCENES 
las Lorenzen, Charles Linnivers, John Miller, 
Kenneth Strickland, Bruce Baty, James Baird, 
and  Blair Tuckerman. 
OSU Revives 'Free University' 
OHIO STATE. UNIVERSITY--A 
. new organization is being est- 
ablished on this campus, reveals 
the Lantern. The Free Univer- 
sity Is a revival of an intell- 
ectual tradition when students 
sat at the feet of scholars to 
catch crumbs of wisdom. OSU's 
Free University will be similar 
to ones in Berkeley, Calif., New 
York City and Boston. 
Classes of about 15people will 
meet once or twice a week. 
Reading materials and "extras" 
such as films will be decided 
on mutually between instructors 
and students. Classes will be 
held informally in private homes, 
apartments or even in bars. In- 
structors expect their students 
to read the material and be pre- 
pared for heavy discussion. 
Advantages of the Free Un- 
iversity will be that classes will 
be small.-'on a seminar basis, 
so that instructor and students 
will feel like equals the Lantern 
reports. Class settings will 
be informal in order to help 
spontaneous discussion. There 
will be no pressure of exams 
or papers. 
• • * 
DEFIANCE COLLEGE--"We are 
the most hated nation in China 
today," said Pearl S. Buck last 
week when she spoke at this 
college. The Defender reports. 
The chief reason for this hatred. 
she said, is that "by cutting 
ourselves off after the communist 
takover, we committed such an 
unfriendly act that the Chinese 
have never to this day forgiven 
us." 
After devoting her opening 
remarks to the problem of chil- 
dren sired by American service- 
men in Asia, Miss Buck went 
on to develop background for 
her theme, "People, Policies, 
and Institutions of Contemporary 
China." 
• • » 
UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO--The 
addition of 400 to 500 more stu- 
dent cars per year is putting 
a premium of parking spaces on 
the TLI campus, according to 
The collegian There are ap- 
proximately 600 parking spaces 
allotted for faculty and staff and 
almost 1,200 permits have been 
issued so far. Adding to the 
squeeze on parking, more than 
7,600 stickers were sold to stu- 
dents while there are 3,000 
spaces available for them. 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
--Beginning this week University 
students will be provided with 
an express bus across campus, 
reports the State News. Buses 
carrying students across campus 
in thirteen minutes will run every 
four to eight minutes. 
The Campus Bus System dir- 
ector stated that riders have in- 
creased even more than 
was speculated. He said in the 
first year, 1964, 16,000 daily 
riders were served, the next 
year 32,000. "This year," he 
said, "we approximated 40,000 
and received 47,000." 
* • • 
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154 Women Pledge Sororities 
The 3-G News, Tuesday, Oct. 11, 1966 
Some 154 bids' were given out 
Saturday by the 11 sororities of 
the University. 
Sororities which took the most 
pledges are Chi Omega, 22; Al- 
pha Phi, Kappa Delta and Delta 
Zeta all with 17; and Alpha Gamma 
Delta, 16. The final list of bids 
is as follows: 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Beth Barnhardt, KarenChakeL 
Marilyn Lowe, Nancy Morgan, 
Linda Price, Frances Veverka, 
Cynthia Betts, Judith Eicher, 
Barbara Main, CarolNeff, Janice 
Schultz, Donna Bonomo, Joyce 
Karbon, Diane Meyer, Kathleen 
O'Connor, Linda Smith. 
ALPHA DELTA  PI 
Barbara Adams, Joyce Bernd- 
sen, Jacquelyn Brennan, Marsha 
DeVille, Barbara Dunham, Diana 
Fogt, Linda Guille, Sara Jane 
Hay, Theodora Kovatch, Judy 
Saelver, Denise Sails, Betty Spit - 
nale. 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Sophia Bolier, Chris Comstock, 
Rebecca Durant, Gail Gonska, 
Marcia Griffith, Lora Meadows, 
Beatrice Miller, Gwen Miller, 
Linda Miller, Sandy Minor, Sandy 
Ostermann, Elaine Pasicznyk, 
Elizabeth Taylor,Candice Young. 
ALPHA PHI 
Pamela Boosembark, Eileen 
Dillon, Lynn Hartley, Sue Knep- 
per, Kathy Kromroy, Andrea 
Lamonna, Joyce Lowell, Susan 
Miller, Patricia Murphy, Sally 
Parnham, Jane Parnham, Melody 
Petrie, Barbara Rader, Maryann 
Rickenberg, JeanSantner, Kathy 
Shalkner, Jane Schroeder. 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Bonnie L. Cairns, Joyce 
Espenmiller, Mary Jo Fletcher, 
Mary Fries, Barbara Fugitt, 
Nancy Kuckelheim, Demetra La- 
ras, Bronna McCann, Lonna Mc- 
Donald, Linda Rollins, Phyllis 
Romstadt, Elaine Shindler, Suz- 
anne Stewart. 
CHI OMEGA 
Phyllis Anderson, Donna Bog- 
den, Maxine Bredeson, Becky 
Brooks, Rosemary Cilluffo, Cyn- 
thia Cromer, Sharon Cummins, 
Allyn Dunlap, Alice Gordon, Co- 
rinne Isaac, Margaret James, 
Roberta Jump, Mary Lundin, Sara 
Lundin, Terri Miller, Gloria Mu- 
noz, Kermita Myers, Randy Neu- 
bach, Marilyn Paul, Beatrice 
Smith, Marty Yoder, Sharon 
Zawadsky. 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Barbara Baker, Sally Dorsey, 
Dawn  Doak,   Lila   Evans, Linda 
Morgan, Ellen Mumma, Kay 
Prinz, Charlene Ruffener, Sue 
Shaver, hollis Weideman, Cathe- 
rin Zbin. 
DELTA GAMMA 
Martha Beeker, Melody Flood, 
Sharon Fournier, Suzanne Gatz, 
Patricia Gulugian, Diana Hart- 
zog, Susan Kansorka, Carol Rin- 
ger, Diane Robinson, Jill Roude- 
bush, Carole Ryan. 
DELTA ZETA 
Roberta Benkey, Gayle Boll- 
mann, Madeline Cosmo, Janis 
Finnarn, Mary Groff, Carol Hon- 
konen, Nancy Hudson, Doreen 
Janas, Cheryl Lohse, Martha 
Mehling, Linda Miner, Susan 
Penn, Sue Shaffer, Clarice Sch- 
roeder, Kathleen Sllcox, Linda 
Traylor, Ann Warther. 
KAPPA DELTA 
Linda Bach, Cynthia Boyd, Judy 
Buckner, Pat Clement, Margaret 
Debien, Sherry Hayes, Marcia 
Jones, Jane Lowrey, Rosemarie 
Mazzella, Elizabeth Norton, De- 
lores Pohovich, JaneShaw, Carol 
Stump, Susan Stuver, Gail Syl- 
vester, Elizabeth Synk, Jacque- 
line White. 
PHI MU 
Linda      Herbkersman,   Joyce 
Niehaus. 
Viet Control Commission 
Police Force Proposed 
By The Associated Press 
Everybody who is, or isn't 
anybody seems to have some- 
thing to say on the Vietnamese 
situation these days. Pope Paul, 
U Thant of the U.N., President 
Johnson, leaders of the com- 
munist world, people in the 
street. 
They all sooner or later seem 
to talk about Viet Nam. But 
In the last analysis, the war 
there will be over only when 
the participants put down their 
weapons and take their planes 
out of the sky. 
And right in the middle of 
the whole situation--able to say 
nothing except make reports, and 
do nothing exept make reports-- 
is the InternationnlControlCom- 
mission for Viet Nam. 
It popped into prominence with 
the U.S. suspension since Sept. 
27th, of bombings in one small 
part of the Vietnamese buffer 
zone so that I.C.C. teams could 
move in. However, the North 
Vietnamese as well as the South 
Vietnamese andAmericans would 
have to give an okay for theCom- 
mission to do its job in the buffer 
zone. 
If North Viet Nam should grant 
such permission, many ob- 
servers believe it would be a sig- 
nificant step toward scaling down 
the war. The I.C.C. was set 
up by the 1954 Geneva agree- 
ments to see that regulations 
controlling the importation of 
arms and the stationing of mil- 
itary forces in both North and 
South Viet Nam were observed. 
The buffer zone which was set 
up was supposed to be truly 
demilitarized- - a real buffer be- 
tween North and South Viet Nam. 
There liave been repeated 
charges from the non-communist 
side of communist violations of 
the demilitarized zone. In fact, 
the U.S. bombings-- now sus- 
pended as regards one small 
area--are directed against the 
massive infiltration of armed 
strength reportedly occurring 
through this zone into South Viet 
Nam. 
If the I.C.C. should be allowed 
into the /one again, and should 
find one or both sides violating 
It, there is nothing it could do 
except make a report. Unlike 
U.N. peacekeeping missions in 
the Middle East, the I.C.C. has 
no force of men to back up its 
findings. 
And even when the I.C.C. has on 
past occasions made reports, it 
has not always spoken un- 
animously. It is made up of 
representatives of Canada, 
Poland and India. 
Canada abstained from a 1965 
report that the U.S. was vio- 
lating the Geneva agreement by 
bombing North Viet Nam. Pol- 
and abstained from an earlier 
report--in 1962--that North Viet 
Nam was violating the Geneva 
agreements by sending men and 
arms into the South. 
In North Viet Nam, I.C.C. ob- 
servers are not allowed outside 
Hanoi. In South Viet Nam they 
are more widespread, with teams 
in several locations, including 
one just south of the demilit- 
arized  zone. 
But even if the I.C.C. teams 
could go everywhere in Vietnam, 
and agree unanimously on their 
Classified Ads 
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Attention Flying club members:        w  
findings, the fact remains as 
stated before: They have no 
force to oblige one or another 
side   to   cease   any   violations. 
An I.C.C. with police troops 
to back it up is envisioned in 
the latest major blueprint for 
Viet Nam to be enunciated by a 
prominent figure in foreign re- 
lations. 
British foreign secretary 
George Brown made such a 
proposal today. His proposal 
outlined at a Labor Party con- 
ference in England, also called 
for the National Liberation Front 
political arm of the Viet Cong, 
to have a direct voice in a 
Vietnamese peace conference. 
How any peace conference on 
Viet Nam will eventually turn 
out, as to representation and de- 
cisions, of course remains to be 
seen. 
There are many who expect 
the communists to keep on fight- 
ing rather than negotiating the 
Vietnamese war for some time 
to come—although eventually, to- 
ward March or April of next year, 
some observers think ami-com- 
munist military strength and U.S. 
readiness to negotiate may lead 
to a negotiated peace. 
Quarter Plan 
(Continued from page 1) 
Regents," Dr. Jerome said. 
Near the end of the meeting. 
Dr. Grover C. Platt, professor 
of history and one of about 50 
faculty members present, said 
that no meaningful attempt tad 
been made on the part of the 
administration to communicate 
with the members of the faculty 
on this issue. 
Dr. Jerome pointed out that 
there was no way of calling the 
entire faculty together at the time 
without interrupting the orderly 
processes of theUniversity, say- 
ing that the beginning of the sem- 
ester is a busy time for everyone. 
• . Dr. Martha G. Weber, 
professor of education and chair- 
man of Faculty Senate, added 
that the issue was discussed 
by .the President's Advisory 
Council, a representative group 
" 1>f Chfifaculty: " 
A general faculty meeting is 
scheduled this afternoon at 4 p.m. 
to get faculty opinion on the is- 
sue. 
THE FALL meeting of the Ohio Folklore Society included the 
presentation of papers and a jamboree Saturday. Folk groups, 
such as the one pictured above, featured such instruments as 
the banjo, dulcimer, blue grass guitar, and other local forms of 
folk music. Instrumentalists from Cincinnati, Columbus, and 
Cleveland performed. (Photo by Tim Culek). 
Placement Interviews 
Representatives from the com- 
panies listed below will be on 
campus next week for interviews. 
See Placement Office for further 
details. 
Oct. 18 
Corning Glassworks; account- 
ing, statistics, economics, fin- 
ance and banking, general 
business, industrial manage- 
ment, personnel management, 
sales management, chemistry, 
math. 
Social Security Administra- 
tion; any degree. 
Trustees Meet 
(Continued from page 1) 
dence hall have been completed 
and the architect is expected to 
begin work on working drawings 
soon. The building is scheduled 
for completion in August,  1969. 
Final drawings for a green- 
house facility have been com- 
pleted and advertising for bids 
should begin in two or three 
weeks. 
Progress on the Tri-County 
Branch Campus near Sandusky 
has been slowed by delays in 
the final site selection.However, 
the building is expected to be in 
operation   by September,   1968. 
During the summer, the Uni- 
versity staff completed several 
renovation projects. These in- 
cluded the change of Shatzel Hall 
from a dormitory to offices, and 
major renovations in Hayes Hall, 
University Hall and Hanna Hall. 
The Trustees also authorized 
the Development Council to pro- 
ceed with an extensive develop- . 
ment program concerning private 
assistance   for   the University. 
In conjunction with theUniver- 
sity of Toledo, the University 
has been given a $25,000 grant 
by the Board of Regents to study 
the research space needs in 
northwestern Ohio. 
Federal Service Entrance Ex- 
amination and Management Intern 
Exam; Deadline for returning 
application for test given Nov. 
19. See Placement Office. 
Oct. 20 
General Fireproofing Com- 
pany; general business, sales 
business administration, psy- 
chology. 
General Electric Credit Cor- 
poration; any degree acceptable 
if student has had 6-12 hours 
of accounting. 
Oberlin     College;     graduate 
school, M.A.T. (masters of arts 
in teaching) program. 
Oct. 21 
Capital Enterprises; general 
business, sales, accounting, 
marketing. 
Bendix Corporation, South 
Bend, Indiana; accounting, bus- 
iness administration, general 
business. 
Bendix Corporation, Newjer- 
sey, Eclipse- Pioneer Division; 
accounting, business administra- 
tion, general business. 
Armco Steel; general business, 
sales, accounting, finance, mar- 
keting, industrial management, 
personnel management, chem- 
istry, economics, math, physics. 
University of Pittsburgh; grad- 
uate school,   anyone interested. 
3ljp HUooirrljouB* 
YOUR "U" 
FLORIST 
CHALMER G. 
RIGGS 
428 E. Wooster St. 
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Miami, OU Set Hot Pace 
By BOB BRUCKNER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
In five minutes, the Falcon 
kickers gave away an 88-minute 
game. 
Late in the third quarter at 
Miami Friday, the Redskins tore 
apart a Falcon defense that was 
playing confidently with a three 
goal lead, and five minutes later 
the score was deadlocked. 
The fourth quarter saw the end 
of the gasping Falcons as Miami 
booted in a penalty kick to give 
BG its  second straight loss,4-3. 
It was the same old story, sim- 
ilar to the Dayton game last 
week in whichtheFalcons started 
with a flurry, but ended In a 
flounder on the short end of a 
5-4 score. 
Guenter Herold opened up the 
Falcon attack in the first period 
by placing a penalty kick into the 
net. 
Dean Forsberg added the 
Falcons second goal in the second 
period on another penalty kick, 
and Herold came back early in 
the third period withtheFalcons' 
third goal on a kick from scrim- 
mage. 
That was when the Miami coach 
must  have  signaled for Sam 
Bounija-Epee  to take off his 
warm-up jacket. 
The Nigerian all-stater began 
to find the range, and after 
pumping through a penalty kick 
early in the fourth period, he 
had contributed three of Miami's 
goals and had almost single- 
handedly wrapped up the Redskins* 
first win. 
When George Graff of Miami 
kicked one into the nets in the 
third period, it was the first 
time this season that anyone on 
the Miami team had kicked in a 
goal   other   than Bounija-Epee. 
" Though he scored three 
goals," said coach Mickey Coch- 
rane, "I felt we held Bounija- 
Epee very well. Two of his kicks 
were on penalties." 
However the breaks fell, the 
Falcon kickers still lost to a 
squad that is not yet an Inter- 
collegiate team. 
"We missed many chances to 
tie it up late in the game," said 
Cochrane. "We missed opportun- 
ities   all   along  the front   line. 
"We played well enough to beat 
them, but it just wasn't one of 
our better games." 
Meanwhile,   the freshman 
soccer team picked  apart De- 
fiance's defense, and buried its 
junior varsity 9-1. 
Ball State Harriers 
Mash Falcons, 21-40 
By TOM HINE 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Miami and Ohio Universities 
continued to roll over the week- 
end as Mid-American Conference 
play moved into its second week 
of competition. 
Ohio, a team which before 
the season started was regarded 
anything but a threat to the MAC 
championship, firmly Installed 
themselves in the running for 
league honors with a 21-6 win 
over Toledo. 
The Bobcats had to do it on 
the strength of a determined 
second-half comeback, though, 
as the Rockets all but ran OU 
off the field in the first two 
quarters. 
In the first half, Toledo rang 
up 140 yards rushing to Ohio's 
skimpy 24. Toledo also held an 
all-Important edge on the Bob- 
cats in another department at the 
close of the first half: they led, 
6-0, thanks to a pair of Bob 
Buchs   field goals. 
The second half, however, was 
a different story. 
Bobcat coach Bill Hess can- 
ned the fancy plays following 
Intermission, and instead called 
on the power running of 215- 
pound fullback Bob Houmard. 
Houmard piled up 47 yards in 
one drive alone, leading Ohio 
University to its second score 
of the afternoon. 
The first touchdown came on 
an eight-yard dash by wlngback 
Sam Bogan. 
Bogan also scored the final 
TD of the game, this time on 
a pass reception, as quarterback 
Ron DeLucca lofted a 23-yard 
pass to ice the game. 
Meanwhile, in Oxford, Bruce 
(the Miami Marvel) Matte, was 
guiding his Redskins to a 7-0 
verdict over visiting Kent State. 
The win was Miami's fourth 
this season, and 10 over the 
last two years, the nations' long- 
est winning streak. 
The contest was a defensive 
battle through the first two stan- 
zas, as neither squad could mount 
a drive. In the second half, the 
Flashes tried a field goal, but 
the attempt was blocked. 
It was the 'Skins' turn to come 
alive in the fourth quarter, as 
they hammered out 67 yards in 
12 plays. Matte went over left 
tackle for the only score of the 
game. 
Neither team was able to get 
its offense rolling again until 
just two minutes remained in the 
game. 
At this point, Kent drove to 
the Redskin's 10- yard line, but 
the Miami defense stiffened to 
meet the Golden Flashes* chal- 
lenge. Kent's next four plays 
netted only seven yards, and 
Miami took possession of the ball 
on its     own three-yard stripe. 
By TIM CHURCHILL 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Ball State Cardinals were 
high for revenge. They got 
it Saturday at Muncie, Ind. 
The Cardinal cross country 
team lost a 26-30 decision to 
Bowling Green last year, but this 
year's meet was another story. 
The Cardinals crushed the Fal- 
cons, 21-40. 
It was the second loss in dual 
meets for the Falcons. They 
have won four. 
Bob Parks continued to im- 
prove. He raced the four mile 
distance in 20:10, edging Ball 
State's Dave Kerr for the top 
spot by one second. It was 
Park's best time of the season 
in competition. His previous low 
was 21:03.4againstCentralState. 
But Parks got very little sup- 
port from his teammates. Ball 
State swept second through 
fifth places, and seventh through 
ninth. Dan Sekerak was the only 
other Falcon to finish in the top 
nine runners. 
Between Kerr and Sekerak, who 
finished sixth, were Les Bantz, 
Steve Lewark and Steve Rybolt. 
One very promising aspect of 
Sekerak's performance was his 
20:58 timing. It was his best 
clocking of the season, by almost 
a full minute. 
The final three Bowling Green 
harriers finished 10th, 11th, and 
12th. Jim Hanneken led the trio, 
with Paul Talklngton and Terry 
Oehrtman rounding out the Fal- 
con squad. 
Coach Mel Brodt was a little 
upset with the outcome. "I 
never thought it would be this 
bad," Brodt said after the con- 
test. "I thought it would be a 
very close meet. But, Ball State 
was really up for the meet, and I 
guess we weren't." 
Brodt was pleased with Parks' 
performance, however. "Bobran 
a real fine race, but it takes 
more than one man to win a cross 
country meet. He and Kerr 
were really battling it out for 
first place, but Bob had enough 
left at the end to hang on and win." 
It looked as though the Ball 
State sophomore, at least two of 
them,    came   through   as  pre- 
dicted. Both Kerr and Bantz 
are in their first year of varsity 
competition, and their second 
and third place finishes respect- 
ively, left little to be desired, 
"I guess what Dick (Stealy, 
the Ball State cross country 
mentor) said about his sopho- 
mores was really true," Brodt 
commented. "They really im- 
pressed me." 
Frisch's 
Student: Male and Female part time or 
full time work. 2, 4 or 6 days or nights. 
Starting pay rates waitresses or waiters 
$1.00 plus tip. 
Kitchen Curb and Fountain 
Personnel $1.25 to start. 
Apply Frisch's S. Main St. 
RALPH THAYER CHEVROLET 
*<* 
See Bryant Evans, campus representative for 
Ralph Thayer Chevrolet, N. Dixie Highway, Bowling 
Green, for New and Used cars. Large selection of late 
model used cars and the all new 1967 CHEVR0LETS... 
America's No. 1 Car and 
Bowling Green's No. 1 Dealer 
RALPH THAYER CHEVROLET 
HOME: ... .. BUSINESS: 
353-1653    North Dixie Highway Bowling Green     353-5751 
The contest ended with Miami 
on the Kent 9-yard line, an 88- 
yard drive which was aided con- 
siderably   by   Matte's   55-yard 
pickup on an end sweep. 
Other action featuring Mid-Am 
schools saw Bowling Green drop- 
ping a 16-14 decision to Western 
Michigan in a game covered 
elsewhere on these pages, and 
Quantico stopping Marshall by 
a 10- 7 score. 
Conference standings now find 
Miami and Ohio on top of the 
rest of the heap, each with 2-0 
MAC marks. In all competition, 
the Redskins have a 4-0 record, 
while Oil's is 3-1. 
Bowling Green, Kent and Mar- 
shall are occupying the con- 
ference cellar, all with a loss 
in one decision. BG and the 
Flashes are both 1-1 outside the 
league, however, while Mar- 
shall's overall season mark is 
1-3. 
The 
original 
no-iron slacks! 
LtV2S 
STA-PREST 
Never Needs Ironing I 
Whtn you MI tht LEWS STA-PREST 
Mmi, you know you'r itting tht 
e/i^no-ironilackip inthimw- 
kttptiu! Get a coup!. . ■ ■. in. in yew 
favorite itylii and colortl Wath'am- 
•Vy'am-wtar 'am-without a can) 
FREE PARKING IN REAR 
USE REAR ENTRANCE 
LEHMAN'S 
MEN'S WEAR 
147 N. Mata Ph IS4-7S11 
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People Duped 
By Series 
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By JOHN GUCGER 
Sports Editor 
Now let's see sports fans. 
There are many precedents. People have been duped into believing 
things almost as preposterous as the outcome of this year's World 
Series. 
There was the prohibition era. 
Someone actually thought he    could make others watch Red Grange 
gallop ghostly to five touchdowns without a swig of lager to get him 
on his way. Or maybe listen to Al Jolson sing in a supper club with 
an appetizer of milk and crackers. To think prohibition would work 
you had to 1« all 'dry'. 
How aboi.t the Spanish-American War? 
Spanish brass told her citizens they could retain possession of 
an island that was within spitting distance of American military 
might. Maybe it was easier to say something like that from 
headquarters   hundreds   of  miles   away where there was no threat 
of attack. And no prohibition, either. 
But Baltimore, poor no-pitch Baltimore, whose last pennant was 
won under minor-league colors, swept the series from the mighty 
Dodgers of the National League. 
Sports fans, you have been duped again. 
Crosley Field Made For Long Ball 
A 20-year old kid who shaves every third day and was a top-notch 
boy scout when Sandy Koufax won his first major-league game, 
Jim Palmer, threw a shutout over the man he idolized. 
And Walter (The Hill) Bunker, who was a fledgling eagle scout 
when Koufax won his first game, at 21 years pitched his first complete 
game of the season to win 1-0. 
Paul Blair, who couldn't even play for the Mets, hit a home run 
to win it. 
And there's Moe Drabowsky, who struck out so many Dodgers 
you wonder if he brought a secret pitch from his native Poland. 
That's the same Moe who was cut by Kansas City. 
And Dave McNally, who had to wait until he returned to Baltimore 
to find home after walking seven Dodgers in two innings of the 
first  game,   won the final  game on  a   homer by Frank Robinson. 
Robinson won the triple crown in the American League, something 
he never did in his decade in the National League. He also hit 49 
home runs in the American League while playing in Baltimore, 
probably tin hardest home-run park in the league. This speaks 
well for Frank but not-so-well for the   AL. 
Robinson never hit 49 homers in the National League while playing 
in band-box Crosley Field. Former Red announcer, Waite Hoyt, who 
used to plug his sponsor's beverage every time a player hit a home 
run in Cincy, was finally asked to quit it because people listening 
to transistor radios were said to be getting drunk listening to the 
game. 
No, sports fans, don't be deceived. 
Los Angeles lost four in a row, which can happen in a short series. 
But it won its pennant in a league which had nine more .300 hitters, 
three more 20-game winners, and a team that finished only third 
with a aggregate batting average of over .280. 
In the Dodgers' case, the better team lost. 
OFF AND RUNNING - One of the Falcon's Rust Jacques. Unfortunately, Cranmer didn't 
fleet backs, Dave Cranmer, is off and running get far and the Falcons lost the game, 16-14. 
after   taking   a   short  pass   from  quarterback     (Photo by Larry  Fullerton.) 
Williams Fumbles Twice 
Western 'Pitches' 
Hand BG Setback 
By JOHN GUGGER 
Sports Editor 
KALAMAZOO, Mich. --A 
couple of Western Michigan 
pitches sent Bowling Green 
reeling to a 16-14 loss in its 
Mid - American Conference 
opener here Saturday. 
Western coach Bill Doolittle 
provided the first pitch prior 
to the start of the game which 
paid tribute to athletic director 
Mike Gary's 39 years of service 
at WMU. It was the sales variety. 
Jim Boreland accounted for the 
other pitch, a 31-yard touchdown 
fling to slippery Sam Antonazzo 
midway through the final quarter, 
to rescue the Broncos from a 
14-10 deficit. 
The Falcons did some pitching 
of their own, completing eight 
passes for 133 yards, but it 
wasn't enough to combat the 
aerial accuracy of Boreland and 
slashing bursts of fullback Tim 
Majerle. 
Bowling Green's Stew Wil- 
liams, coming off the most luc- 
rative ground - gaining perform- 
ance of his career last week 
against Dayton, stripped a few 
gears and stalled to two costly 
fumbles and 41 yards in 15 cracks 
at an aroused Western defensive 
unit. Williams' last boot, with 
nine minutes left to play, pre- 
ceded Antonazzo's winning catch. 
VpxWxWAvftW:*:^ 
1 Falcon Foe I 
&*rf:: m 1 Wins 82-28 
JACQUES PULLS OUT - Falcon quarterback Russ Jacques 
leads Dave Cranmer (with ball) around right end in second 
quarter of Saturday's game with Western Michigan. Play gained 
four yards and was instrumental in a Falcon scoring bid. 
Hockey Team Reschedules Meeting 
Hill Little, Bowling Green ice 
hockey coach, announced the 
meeting regularly scheduled for 
tonight, has been -rescheduled for 
Thursday, Oct. 13, at 7:30 p.m. 
All  members   of the 1965-od 
hockey team, and any other per- 
sons, freshman and upperclass- 
men, are invited to attend. The 
meeting will be held in room 
103 of the Men's Gym. 
•x 
If Bowling Green is looking:;.; 
for  a   breather in its games £: 
outside the Mid-A merican;x 
Conference, Temple Univer- % 
slty doesn't appear to be the •:': 
team to pick on. 5 
The Owls blitzed Buckncll;:-: 
82-28, (yes, that's right--82-1 
28)   Saturday   by scoring  12::-: 
touchdowns. BG  finishes   its $ 
season  in   Philadelphia   Nov.S 
19 against Temple. 
Buckncll    had scored 12-A 
:j£ straight victories over Tern- » 
:§ pic prior  to the game. The*: 
§• defeat was  one of  the most:*; 
:•:• humiliating for any team Ins 
:$ the history of collcgtfoothall.jij 
a 
Doolittle sold his Broncos the 
idea they could beat BG and 
Mike Gary Day was the time set 
to snap the Falcons' 12-year 
unbeaten skein against Western. 
"I wouldn't say I built up a 
case of winning it for TheGipper 
or anything like that," Doolittle 
said. "I told them the guy has 
done a heckuwa Job here. 
"Of course, I'm sure the boys 
were very aware of it. You ask 
me if they wanted to win for 
him," he repeated a question. 
"Well, there's your answer," 
he said pointing to pictures of 
Gary that lined the walls of the 
steamy Western dressing room. 
Antonazzo, from Livonia, 
Mich., which is know more for 
horse-race fixes than football 
players, beat monsterman 
Charles Burley on a down-and- 
in pattern. From his left flanker 
spot Antonazzo broke straight 
down field, freed himself with a 
quick cut to the middle, and 
took Boreland's pitch in stride 
on the five. 
"I like to try a play like that 
occasionally," Doolittle said. 
"After the fumble you figure 
maybe they aren't thinking and a 
long gainer may catch them by 
surprise." 
Mostly by air, (BG gained only 
96 yards on the ground an3 when 
is the last time a Falcon entry 
gained more by air than ground.) 
Bowling Green moved to its 
touchdowns. Western netted 385 
total yards. 
A pass interference caU, Russ 
Jacques' 39-yard pass to Ed 
Jones, ana" Dave Cranmer's 11- 
yard run moved BG to the Western 
two late in the first quarter. 
Williams got the touchdown on a 
one-yard run the first play of 
the second quarter. 
Western's first TO with 4:44 
left in the opening period, came 
as a result of another Williams' 
fumble and game the Broncos a 
7-0 lead. 
All-MAC tacle Bob Rowe gob- 
bled the hall out of the air at 
mid-field and hobbled to the BG 
38, Seven plays  later Majerle, 
finding the middle of the line 
clogged up, slid off tacklers and 
moved outside into the end zone 
from three yards. 
Dale Livingston, whom Do- 
olittle plucked out of an intram- 
ural class to do his place-kicking, 
put Western ahead again late in 
the third quarter with a 24-yard 
field goal after Rowe had re- 
covered another BG fumble on the 
Falcons' 33. 
Dick Waring took over at QB 
for Bowling Green following the 
field goal and directed the Fal- 
cons on their longest scoring 
march of the season, 66 yards 
in 14 plays. 
Waring scored from an inch 
on a quarterback sneak after 
similar attempts by Williams 
and Waring himself had failed. 
The Sarnia, Ont„ import came 
up with a 38-yard pass to Jones 
with a fourth-down andsix-yards 
situation to keep the drive in- 
tact. 
Bowling Green squandered an 
excellent scoring opportunity just 
before the half when it had first 
down and goal on the WMU seven 
yard line. Four cracks at a 
line anchored by Rowe, Orville 
Schneider and Dan Sopha failed 
to gain more than three yards, 
however. 
"The goaline stand was a big 
factor," said BG coach Bob Gib- 
son. "I'm sure when you're 
down that far and can't score 
you're in trouble." 
"It's a game of inches," Gibby 
resorted to a cliche. "And they 
got the inches." 
And the ball game, too. 
How It Read 
Bowling Green        0 7 0 7--14 
Western Michigan  7 0 3 6--16 
WM--Majerle 3 run (Livingston 
kick) 
BG-Willioms 1 run (Perry 
kick) 
WM-FG Livingston 24 
BG-Waring 1 run (Perry kick) 
WM--Antonazzo 31 pass from 
Boreland (pass failed) 
Attendance--, 6\000. 
